microchannel increasingly use in industry to yield compact geometries for heat transfer in a wide variety of application. Use for the purpose of reducing inventories of hasardous fluids in components and for reducing consumption for component fabrication. ecological by reducing the amounts of harmful fluids.
Knowledge of the two-phase frictional character- 
istics is essential since it would certainly improve the accuracy of the design of a thermal system.

At some mass velocity higher heat transfer coeff can be obtained when reducing the hydraulic diameter at the expense of higher frictional pressure drop.

large use in compact condensers for the air-conditioning systems in automobiles for many years. they have hydraulic diameters of 0.4 - 0.7 mm range. Compactness is valuable because it provides large condensation heat transfer coefficient, high surface-to-volume ratios and reduced air-side pressure to the use of microchannels. -> Heat transfer coeff and pressure gradients increase with decreasing hydraulic diameter.
Automotive condensers use flat, extruded alu. channels having a minor side lenght at small as 1.35 mm and Dh = 0.5mm. flat tube reduces the air-side pressure drop and the refrigerant charge in the equipment.
R134a used in auto. condensers. R410A is high pressure because has a higher pressure than other HFC refrigerant at a given saturated temperature. Increase in interest because use in heat pumps.

Existence of deviation in pressure gradient and heat transfer coefficient from widely available models. To define what is a microchannel we can use Laplace constant as a criterion. It is the ratio of surface tension and gravity forces. So influence of surface tension becomes more important than the stratifying effect of gravity:

L > Dh with various values for Dh depending on the fluid or mixture.

where surface tension and viscous forces dominate over gravitational forces so flow patterns are independent of channel orientation.

PRESSURE DROP
Pressure drop express in term of the two-phase multiplier.

HEAT TRANSFER
Measurement in really small channels < 1mm challenging for probes. Focus here on condensation inside horizontal tubes.  loca ht coeff measured from cooling rate and wall + fluid temperatures.

Conventional channel models and correlations: shear-driven
-shah 1979
influence of vapor shear. function of the film thickness, fluid prop. and forces acting on the condensate. vapor friction factor.

multi-regime condensation
- Dobson and Chato 1998
influence of shear and gravity simultaneous. 
For Frso < 20 there is a wavy flow regime
for Frso > 20 there is a annular flow
